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Which Booming Billion Dollar
Industry Is Offering You The
Best Chance To Profit Now ?
Well, Here’s A Hint – It’s The “Fastest
Growing Sport In The World” And It’s
Building Fortunes For Those Act Fast!
Fact: In all the world, no industry is growing faster
(or creating new wealth) quite like Mixed Martial Arts.
But the time to get in is NOW, before the industry
goes mainstream on November 12th, 2011!
Because after that day, our window to profit begins closing
fast, as VC’s scramble to lockout investors like us.
Acting on TKDN today ensures you’ll gain a secure
foothold in this $Billion and growing industry.

Greetings Friend,
No sport has ever grown bigger or faster

www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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No sport has ever grown bigger or faster
than the sport of Mixed Martial Arts… or
MMA. In 6 short years, it’s become a Billion
dollar industry with a global audience…
A global audience that’s about to get
even bigger!
Because just now, one of the world’s biggest MMA companies, the Ultimate Fighting
Championship (UFC) is taking the industry primetime on November 12th, 2011 – broadcasting
to Millions live on Fox!
It’s why we need to get into this Billion dollar industry now!
Because while right now, MMA isn’t quote – mainstream – it’s about be, and about to be in
a BIG way.
No more will this budding industry skate by completely unnoticed by Wall Street’s biggest
players, as it’s about to get primetime callout on one TV’s biggest networks…
But you can be there to profit first!
You see, while the rest of the investing world
wavered on this quickly rising industry, there were a few
mavericks who knew that even a small investment in
MMA would pay off…
Big time.
Billionaire Mark Cuban knew there was tons of
money to be made in MMA…
So did casino kingpins the Fertitta Brothers out of Las Vegas…
And while other venture capitalists knew the profit potential of MMA, they were afraid
they wouldn’t see their investment come to fruition fast enough, and few pulled the trigger.
Fortunately for us, that mistake is about to make us rich…
Because their hesitation has left the door wide open for us to make huge gains – a door
that would have otherwise remained shut – and locked!
Hi, I’m Shawn Ambrosino, head analyst of the M3 Profit Accelerator, and I’ve recently
discovered the company that will not only allow us to profit now from the Billion dollar MMA
industry…
But will also allow us to keep making money the
bigger the sport gets (some profits growing over 43%
last year alone!)!
The company is Takedown Entertainment (TKDN)
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…
And they’re about to pop up on Wall Street’s radar,
so while right now, you can get shares for just a fraction
of where I believe they could be headed, but that won’t be
the case for long!
But I’ll get into exactly how they’re going to that in
a minute…
For now, it’s enough for you to realize that the
moment this expansive and rabid fan base sees people
like Dana White (UFC) or any one of a number superstar
fighters get on board…
The profits will be instant and staggering.

I CANNOT Stress This Enough: We
Can’t Wait On TKDN We’re Taking Profits Fast On This
One!
Remember, this Billion dollar industry is just now getting its legs underneath it, so Wall
Street hasn't had a chance to get there hands on the game-changing profits MMA has to offer…
But on November 12th, 2011, they’re going to get their chance.
What do you suppose will happen when they do?
I suspect those of us who buy shares of TKDN right now, could be delightfully surprised
on the morning of the 13th if we wake up Millionaires!

It’ll be nothing short of amazing.
However, for those who wait to read all about it on
Bloomberg or in the Wall Street Journal…
It’ll be too late.
And the longer we wait, the less room there is at
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And the longer we wait, the less room there is at
the table.
That’s why I was so excited the moment I came
across TKDN, because its potential to create a whole
new generation of Millionaires is unprecedented!
Why?
Because they’re one of the first and only MMA
company to become public!
Do you see now why it’s so important that we act
now?
Because believe me, now that there’s a pathway to MMA profits, it won’t be long till our
window closes fast.

Takedown’s Vision and Your Pathway to Riches
Now, before I can tell you how TKDN is going to take this industry by storm…
You have to understand that right now, the world of MMA is highly fragmented.
Besides the multiple merchandising companies that seem to pop up on a daily basis, there
are over 800 different fight promotions in the world…
All putting on events in their local area. Meaning on any given night, there can be several
action-packed, high-intensity fights going on at the same time all over the globe.
The problem?
Most of these companies get little to no coverage, other from the fans in attendance that
night who get to see the spectacle live…
Meanwhile there are literally Millions of fans around the world that are hungry for MMA,
and would be willing to pay top dollar to watch these modern day gladiators go toe to toe…
And that’s Millions, if not Billions left on the table!
This is the problem that Takedown Entertainment is going to fix!
You see, TKDN has the connections and resources with major broadcasting and pay-perview avenues that could ensure that any MMA company affiliated with Takedown would not only
gain coverage…
But get a piece of the profits.
And by consolidating and signing licensing agreements with many of the 800 plus
individual fight companies under the Takedown banner, everybody wins!
www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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The companies win by getting world-wide exposure and access to Millions in advertising
revenues, the fans win by getting to see the fights they want to see, TKDN wins by being the
conduit for all of this to happen, and most importantly…
The shareholders win as they get to profit big as Takedown potentially snatches 10%, 30%
or even 50% of the MMA market!
Now, more than ever, investors are looking for ways to profit from this burgeoning sport,
and that’s exactly why we have to act now!
Because when word of TKDN finally does hit the Street, we could be looking at an all out
feeding frenzy!

Why Takedown’s MMA Blitz Means $$$ In Your Pocket
As I’ve already told you, MMA is the fastest growing sport in the world…
And Takedown’s licensing agreements with many of the major fight companies could be
offering us the best way to take advantage of this budding sport’s incredibly fast rise to immense
popularity.

However, if there was one drawback to MMA, it would
be it’s lack of coverage on the #1 name in sports
broadcasting, ESPN.
The reason?
The major promotions such as Strikeforce and UFC
have signed contracts with their own networks, and ESPN
gains nothing from covering MMA events.

www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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games which pays them incredible sums of money, and as of
right now, no MMA company has signed any agreement with
the sports news juggernaut.
And if you don’t think ESPN wants to get their hands on
those MMA profits, you’d be sorely mistaken…
And while MMA’s primetime broadcast will open up Wall Street’s eyes, so too will it
sweeten the deal for TKDN…
As they can offer ESPN two-hours of weekly content of high-quality fights, making them
the sports broadcaster’s best (and, and in my opinion, their only) bet to get their foot in MMA’s
door.
A signed broadcasting contract with ESPN could mean Millions in sponsorship dollars for
Takedown…
As well as a huge jump in share prices the moment the ink on the contract dries.
Early shareholders could watch their shares double, triple or even quadruple as constant
ESPN coverage would push them into the mainstream.
But that’s just the beginning of Takedown’s MMA blitz…
Because even though an ESPN contract could be just around the corner, there’s another
lucrative broadcasting deal that could mean even more for TKDN’s shareholders.

PPV: Or How Millions Turn into Billions
Pay per view television has come a long way from the days of closed-circuit broadcasts of
major title fights…
It’s now a multi-Billion dollar endeavor.
To give you a sense of the amount of money that TKDN could take in from these events,
let’s take a look at how well the UFC did just in 2010…
In 2010, Zuffa, The UFC’s parent company held 16 pay
per view events, with a grand total of a rounded 9,145,000
buys…
At an average of $44.95 per event, we’re looking at a
knee-bending total of $411 Million brought in.
This $411 Million doesn’t count sponsorship money…
Nor does this amount reflect what the company brought
in through the gate at the event…
This is simply how much they grossed in pay per view
dollars.
www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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dollars.
$411 Million is a lot of cheddar.
It’s an even more amazing number when you keep in mind that just the year before, their
pay per views brought in $285 Million…
That’s a 43% spike in less than 1 year!
Now, I’m not saying Takedown is going to match this almost half a Billion feat over night,
but if they do just a quarter of this business, at ½ the price, Takedown would be looking at a
yearly intake of $102.75 Million!
That’s just in pay per view dollars…
Hitting $100 Million is easily doable for TKDN, as they have the resources to provide
incredible events, while pulling from a talented pool fighters from all over the world.
However, at the speed at which they’re signing agreements it’s more realistic to say
shooting for half instead of a quarter…
Which means that Takedown could be looking at bringing in over $205 Million in annual
pay per view buys!
For shareholders, this kind of revenue could do more than just shoot up in price – it’s not
hard to imagine a healthy dividend being paid – especially as Takedown signs more and more
companies.
Can you see why I’m so excited about bound-to-explode TKDN?

Blood, Sweat & Cheers:
TKDN Offering You 3 Ways to Profit
Three ways to profit?
Yes! We’ve already talked about two of them…
The first being a possible big-dollar broadcasting contract with sports-juggernaut ESPN…
The second way is by having the capability to bring in over $205,000,000 in annual pay per
view buys annually.
But there is yet another way for shareholder in TKDN to profit from the budding Billiondollar MMA industry…
And that’s those highly sought after sponsorship
dollars.
Big name companies like Burger King, Bud Light
and Harley Davidson have paid Millions to have their
logo displayed prominently on a UFC fight canvas…
www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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logo displayed prominently on a UFC fight canvas…
Which almost seems like free money I know, but
they’re leaving much more money on the table..
As the UFC is missing out on countless Millions by
“hamstringing” themselves by only courting American
companies.
TKDN doesn’t have this problem.
Because Takedown will have fights from all around
the world, the company could very well entice Billion
dollar foreign companies to sponsor events in order for the exposure to a worldwide audience.
These companies would have no problem paying top dollar to be seen in markets they
otherwise wouldn’t have access to.
Could you imagine what would happen if Takedown can sign deals with the biggest
companies in Australia, Europe or Japan?
It could cement Takedown’s domination of worldwide MMA as well as secure yet another
revenue stream for TKDN – meaning the real winners in this deal would be early investors who
can get it at what could be the lowest price we ever see these shares at.

Your Bottom Floor Entrance into
a Billion Dollar Industry
The Bottom Floor…
The proverbial “Promised Land” for anybody looking to make huge profits by investing in a
surefire winner at the lowest possible price.
While many of us have heard about this mystical realm, very rarely are we presented the
chance or the opportunity to even see the bottom floor, let alone get a chance to put our feet on
it.
However, TKDN turns this myth into reality…
Because by investing now you’re doing more than
getting in on the bottom floor of an incredibly lucrative
business, you’re entering into a booming industry that is
just now starting to get its legs underneath it.
Imagine being able to get into the steel industry
before Andrew Carnegie sold his company to US Steel…
Or imagine getting into oil just as the Rockefeller’s
were building Standard Oil into the economic
powerhouse it became?
www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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But that’s exactly what you can do by buying shares
of TKDN today!
Right now, the door to the bottom floor to both this
company and industry are open to you – all you have to
do is take the first step.
But remember, after November 12th, 2011…
This all changes.
Place yourself among the elite before they get a chance to freeze people like us out!
My advice is for you to contact your broker or logon to your electronic trading account
right now and consider snatching up as many shares of TKDN as you can.

A High-Priced Buyout From The UFC?
In the budding sport of MMA, there isn’t a bigger name or company than the Ultimate
Fighting Championship – the UFC.
The UFC is the flagship of mixed martial arts, and it’s because of this hyper-popular
company that the sport has reached the heights that it has.
But there is one thing this powerhouse profit making company doesn’t like – competition.
UFC’s management has taken two stances on dealing with the other fight promotions who
start muscling in on their territory…
The first way is by an all out assault on their rivals business.
The UFC has been known to show free events on the same night that an up-and-comer has a
big card scheduled – in order to snatch as many of the casual fans away from their lesser known
competitor.
It’s just smart business, as the UFC is the #1 name in MMA and will get even bigger when
they go primetime in November.
However, it’s the second way of dealing with competition that should have investors ready
to snatch up as many shares of TKDN as they can…
And that’s the high-priced buyout, because you see,
the UFC buying out TKDN isn’t exactly unprecedented,
they’ve done the exact same thing before…

www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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2000’s.
Their success caught the eye of UFC’s management
team, who in 2006, decided the best thing to do was to
buy the company – which they did.
By being considered a “sister” promotion, the now
defunct WEC gained all the privileges of having the UFC
behind it, while the owners profited nicely, they also
continued to get paid by the company as they were kept
on as co-General Managers.
But here’s what’s amazing…
The WEC didn’t have a signed ESPN broadcasting
contract, nor did they have the inroads laid to put on those multi-Million dollar generating pay
per view events.
Can you imagine how lucrative Takedown Entertainment would look to the UFC when they
could bring two moneymaking ventures to the table such as a signed ESPN contract or $205
Million in pay per view buys?
The upside for early investors in TKDN for a deal like this is astronomical, and could have
them walking away from the table veritable Millionaires.
And with shares of TKDN trading now at just pennies on the dollar, Takedown could be the
most profitable stock you’ve ever bought.

Takedown Entertainment and the
“Snow Ball” Effect On Your Profits
A signed ESPN contract, $100 Million in pay per view buys, sponsorships from Billion
dollar foreign companies, a high priced buyout…
These are all very lucrative avenues that TKDN could be offering to us right now. But…
This is just a drop in the bucket, as the more
companies that sign on with Takedown, the bigger the
company grows, and the more opportunities to profit.
I mean, we’ve talked about Australia, Europe and
Japan and their different fight promotions…
But we haven’t even touched on Canada, South and
Central America or even the Middle East!
You see, the more foreign companies that sign on with Takedown, the bigger their
audience becomes, which could mean:
Local sports
www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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Local sports channel broadcasting contracts in foreign markets
$300 - $500 Million in pay per view buys
Even more sponsorship money from foreign Billion dollar advertisers…
And an even higher-priced buyout!

All this makes TKDN the proverbial profit “snowball” as the more companies that
Takedown absorbs, the more money it makes the company, and the higher the price of the stock
goes!
What this means for you is that you can sit back and watch as the shares you can get today
for pennies on the dollar soar, allowing you to walk away from the table richer than you’ve ever
imagined.

Now’s The Time! VC’s Working Tirelessly To
Lock Us Out of MMA and the Big $$$
The countdown has begun for November 12th…

As we speak, venture capitalists are working hard to
secure as much of the booming Billion dollar MMA
industry as they can, effectively freezing out people like
you and me in hopes of locking in profits before MMA
goes primetime.
But we can beat them to punch…
By getting into TKDN now, you’re securing your
spot on the ground floor as Takedown – and the entire
MMA industry itself – grows into a profit juggernaut like
no sport has ever done before.
But waiting is not an option!
If you want to secure your slice of this Billiondollar pie, you need to consider calling your broker, or
logging on to your e-trade account, and grab as many
shares of TKDN as you’re comfortable with.
Because in just a few months time, it may be too
late!
Secure your future and lock in your chance to profit now from the MMA boom, get into
TKDN today!

www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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10% of the Billion-Dollar MMA Market
I’m stating this right now as clearly as I can…
I believe that TKDN is the best way for us to profit from the booming MMA industry.
By giving us 4 ways to profit, Takedown Entertainment looks to be a huge winner as they
could easily snatch 10% (or more!) of the MMA market.
I can’t urge you enough to get in on this all-but-guaranteed profit producing company now,
because come November 12th, 2011 our chance to profit huge with be reduced…

Drastically.
With MMA booming and venture capitalists trying
to freeze us out, there’s never been a better time to
invest in a budding industry… And there’s never been a
better time for us to grab TKDN.
With shares trading for just pennies on the dollar,
we may never see the stock at this price ever again.
Consider buying TKDN today.
Happy Trading!

Shawn Ambrosino
Head Analyst, M3 Profit Accelerator
PS. The numbers don’t lie! Mixed Martial Arts is the fastest growing sport in the world!
And is destined to explode on November 12th, 2011. TKDN is the best way for you to
profit from this industry boom. Imagine watching the shares you buy today, double,
triple or even quadruple as Takedown acquires more and more companies, lining
investor’s pockets with huge profits! My advice? You should strongly consider getting
into TKDN today!
PPS. TKDN is offering us 5 ways to profit from the Billion-dollar MMA industry.
Whether it’s by a signed ESPN contract, huge sponsorship deals, gigantic pay per
www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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Whether it’s by a signed ESPN contract,
huge sponsorship deals, gigantic pay per
view numbers, a high priced buyout or becoming a social media superstar – Takedown
is the best way for us to profit now from the fastest growing sport in the world.
Consider calling your broker now! Get as many shares of TKDN as you’re comfortable
with today before it’s too late.

"My Publisher Thinks I’m Crazy - But I Want To Give You
$520 Worth Of My Best Research, Absolutely Free Then Show You How To Multiply That Amount 10 Fold!"
Yes, you read that right...
Not only am I giving you $520 worth of my most in-depth profitable research for FREE,
but I’m guaranteeing you, it’ll be worth no less than $5,200 within the next 12 months.
Hi, my name is Shawn Abrosino, analyst of M3 Profit Accelerator, and I’m making you
this bold offer not out of blind charity, but because I know once you profit along side me, you’ll
become a customer for life...
And from my prospective - that’s just good business.
To give you an example of the type of wealth multiplying profits you’ll have exclusive
access to, have a look at what I’ve recently returned current subscribers:
SWHC: $2.61-$5.80 = 122% Gain
DRJ: $0.84-$2.20 = 162% Gain
VMW: $22.10-$89.18 = 303% Gain!!
TXN: $14.77-$28.98 = 96% Gain
SSO: $25.62-$45.70 = 78% Gain
CCIH: $13.90-$30.70 = 121% Gain
WGMGY.PK: $0.013-$0.03 = 131% Gain
BORN: $7.10-$20.50 = 189% Gain

Sign Up!

Now to be fair I did have some losers during this period:
ISSI: $12.05-$9.15 = 24% Loss
OPTT: $6.95-$6.71 = 3.5% Loss
STRL: $14.80-$12.72 = 14% Loss
On balance I think you’ll agree the good outweighs the bad.
See, the moment you sign up for your FREE subscription to The Daily Market Beat and
Small Cap Fortunes you’ll get expert insights into proven profit producing investment
strategies like:
ADRs - Bank explosive profits from overseas markets - Singapore, Hong Kong, New
Delhi, Sao Palo, you’ll be making money in every corner of the globe!
IPOs - Get into the hottest investments on the market today BEFORE the street finds out
www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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tomorrow!
ETFs - Want lightening fast returns without staring at a trading screen all day? You’ll find
them here (we’ve got the countries leading expert to guide you!)
Penny Stocks - From $0.1 to $0.25, it happens everyday - and it’s good enough to turn
$5,000 into $125,000. Sound good? We’ll show you how!
Small Caps - The fertile proven profit grounds of the Over-The-Counter market. This is
where you’ll find a steady stream of triple-digit returns!
Commodities - Oil, silver, gold, wheat, pork bellies, you name it - you’ll profit from it,
regardless of if they go up or down!
And $Much, $Much $More!
I urge you to take me up on this offer. I can’t promise you’ll ever see it again. Get your
first fortune-building issue today!
The profits are mere moments away... Start now!

Staying One Step Ahead
Of The Market Is Easy...
With the Internets most comprehensive newsletter,
The Daily Market Beat and Small Cap Fortunes!
With information and strategies on the hottest
stocks tips and investing techniques... it will
change the way to look at making money -

Sign Up!

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This featured company sponsored advertising issue of M3 Profit Accelerator does not purport to
provide an analysis of any company’s financial position, operations or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by M3
Profit Accelerator or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Takedown Entertainment Inc., (TKDN), the company featured in this
issue, appears as paid advertising, paid by Combination Marketing Inc. to provide public awareness for TKDN. M3 Profit Accelerator and
Capital Financial Media (CFM) have used outside research and writers using public information to create the advertisement coming from
M3 Profit Accelerator about TKDN. Although the information contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, M3 Profit
Accelerator and CFM makes no warranties as to the accuracy of any of the content herein and accepts no liability for how readers may
choose to utilize the content. Readers should perform their own due-diligence, including consulting with a licensed, qualified investment
professional or analyst. Further, readers are strongly urged to independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and perform
extensive due diligence on this or any other advertised company. M3 Profit Accelerator is not offering securities for sale. An offer to buy or
sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure documents and only in the states and provinces for which they are approved. Many
states have established rules requiring the approval of a security by a state security administrator. Check with http://www.nasaa.org or call
your state security administrator to determine whether a particular security is licensed for sale in your state. Many companies have
information filed with state securities regulators and many will supply investors with additional information on request. CFM has received
and managed a total production budget of $1,400,000 for this online advertising effort and will retain any amounts over and above the cost
of production, copywriting services, mailing and other distribution expenses, as a fee for its services. M3 Profit Accelerator is paid $3,000 as
an editorial fee from CFM and also expects to receive new subscriber revenue as a result of this advertising effort. *More information can be
received from Takedown Entertainment Inc.'s investor relations firm, or at Takedown Entertainment Inc.'s website
www.takedownentertainment.com. Further, specific financial information, filings and disclosures as well as general investor information
about publicly traded companies like Takedown Entertainment, advice to investors and other investor resources are available at the
Securities and Exchange Commission website www.sec.gov and www.nasd.com. Any investment should be made only after consulting with
a qualified investment advisor and after reviewing the publicly available financial statements of and other information about the company
and verifying that the investment is appropriate and suitable. Investing in securities is highly speculative and carries a great deal of risk
especially as to new companies with limited operations and no history of earnings. The information contained herein contains forwardlooking information within the meaning of section 27a of the Securities Act of 1993, as amended, and section 21e of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements regarding expected growth of the featured company. In accordance with the safe
harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, Takedown Entertainment notes that statements contained herein that look
forward in time, which include everything other than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties that may affect the Company’s
actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ include the size and growth of the market, the Company’s ability
to fund its capital requirements in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues etc.
www2.smallcapfortunes.com/tkdn/
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to fund its capital requirements in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues etc.
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